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Chairman’s Comment

Welcome to your autumn newsletter....the end of a very mixed season for riding &
coping in general! I'm sure many of you, like me, have been struggling with the state of
fields, & the near impossibility of hay-making.

Looking forward: your Group has several get-togethers planned - our visit to Hartpury
next month (a few places left for this - see later in this newsletter), & two evening talks
in the new year. We also have our now annual schooling sessions at Huntley from
November through to March, as in previous years. This is wonderful value & very
educational, as well as hugely enjoyable. Please contact Carolyn urgently if you wish to
join in with this.

Thanks are due to Sharon Parr & Chris Wray for putting on the additional Forest of Dean
Ride - Autumn Belle - at such short notice. Many thanks also to Suzanne Garlick for
taking on the Treasurer's role. Margaretha, our previous Treasurer & a cheese maker,
has been head-hunted by Jodi Scheckter to move to his Hampshire Estate - Laverstock
Park - to join his organic enterprise...c/w horses of course! We wish her the very best of
luck in this new role.

Finally - congratulations are due to Sarah Rogerson, who recently achieved an 8th place
in the American National Championships, &, of course, to Louise Rich on her bronze
medal as part of the YR team to the European Championships.

VERY well done both.

Heather

REMEMBER!
We have fabulous rosettes and trophies to give away at the Annual Meeting on
8 December.

Send in your trophy cards to Chris Wray now the last ride of the season is over
(contact details page 2). Trophy cards and rules can be downloaded from the website
‘forms’ page if you can’t find yours

You’ve got to be in it to win it!
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Editor’s Comment
This is my first newsletter taking over as editor from Margaret McKiddie who has
done the job for several years. For any of you who don’t know me I thought perhaps I
should introduce myself and my horses. My other roles in Offa’s Dyke group include
Membership Secretary, Group Liason and committee member. I also organise
Cranham Ride, the winter schooling lessons at Huntley and
the Novice training afternoon in April. Hubby Robin is the
group Webmaster and does lots of other work for the group
including preparing maps, printing information for the group
rides, making signs etc.

I bought two new horses last Autumn – HS Prophet, grey
Arab now aged 12 and Vlacq Halcyon Hallmark (Harry)
chestnut part bred Arab aged 4.
Prophet has done his 3 novice rides this year and his first
open 64k at Autumn Belle. We’d hoped to do 80k at Red
Dragon, but unfortunately a nasty bout of mud fever on his

‘white’ leg put paid to that.
Harry and I are still getting to know each other
doing ground work & I hope to start riding him
soon & maybe do some pleasure rides next
year.

Editing the newsletter is going to be an
interesting challenge and I’m very grateful to
Karen Jones for proof reading the finished
item for me (it’s amazing how you don’t spot
your own mistakes). Thanks to all the people

who have contributed to this issue of the newsletter – some of them without any
provocation from me! It makes the job so much easier and interesting to have such a
variety of articles. Please continue to send them in on any subject you like. Rides
you’ve enjoyed, memories you’d like to share, training information, products you’ve
tried out and are impressed with.

If you have anything to contribute to the newsletter or website, please contact me
via the details on page 2 or by using the ‘contact’ button on the website.

Carolyn Edwards
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Offa’s Dyke Group visit to

Hartpury Equine Therapy Centre
Saturday 10th November 2012 10am – 1pm

Talks from:

Kathryn Nankervis BSc MSc CVPM on ‘Injuries to the endurance horse and
their rehabilitation’. Including demonstrations of the therapy centre facilities.

Liz Launder BSc Hons MSc (Osteopath) on ‘Rider effects on the horse’s
performance’. Including a demonstration of the ride simulator.

Open to everyone, first come first served. Places strictly limited.
Closing date 27th October 2012. £15 per person

Book your ticket ASAP using booking form below
Contact Rachel Williams for more information.

Email: racheljw@hotmail.co.uk Tel: 07980013355

Hartpury Visit Booking Form
Name:

Address:

Tel No:

Mobile:

Email:

Send cheque for £15 per person payable to Offa’s Dyke Group of EGB to:
Rachel Williams, The Tump Farm, Whitchurch, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire,
HR9 6DQ.

Information will be sent by email unless a SAE is enclosed.
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Sunday 30th December 2012

Staunton, Forest of Dean

A lovely social ride on forestry tracks, no gates & no road work

19.5km and 29km options

Lots of uphill trotting and 2 new tracks

Photographer - Celia Saunders (artantix.co.uk)

Mince pie and mulled wine to follow.

Come and work off those Christmas calories!

Entries to: Suzanne Garlick,
Dove Cottage, English Bicknor, Coleford, Gloucestershire, GL16 7PQ.
Tel: 01594861019 Email: suegarlick@btinternet.com

Closing date 17th December, entries on the day only if numbers permit. Last
time this ride was full, so please enter early to avoid disappointment!

Cheques payable to Offa’s Dyke Group of Endurance GB.
£10.00 members and associate members, £18.00 Temporary day members

If you don’t intend to ride and can spare a few hours, please consider
being a helper!

This will count as the first OD ride of the 2013 season for trophy points. As
trophy cards won’t have been sent by then, just add this ride to your card when
it arrives & we will verify it from the entries list.
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Please come to our

Offa’s Dyke Awards Evening and
Annual Meeting
Saturday 8 December 7.30

Agincourt Hall, Bridges, Monmouth

All Members, Associate Members, friends and partners are very welcome to come
along and enjoy this fun and sociable evening. Bridges is a lovely venue with bar
facilities available to us. This year we were lucky enough to book the largest room
again, so loads of space to spread out and enjoy ourselves!

Once again we are having an ‘American Supper’. Please bring
along a plate of savoury food to share. We will provide deserts,
plates, cutlery etc. Drinks are available to buy from the bar.
Food will be followed by a brief Annual Meeting- hear how the
group got on this year and how well our members did in
competition.

This will be followed by our Awards Presentation. Rosettes and
trophies will be given to Members and Associate Members,

from pleasure ride rosettes to highpoint trophies!

To see last year’s winners and trophies visit our Offa’s Dyke Website, News
page/AGM 2011.

Remember you need to be in it to win it! – so send in your trophy cards to Chris
Wray in plenty time. (Last year some trophies were not awarded as no-one claimed
for them)

Finally the ever popular raffle will be drawn. Please bring along a raffle prize to share.
Money made on the raffle helps pay towards costs of the evening, which is of course
free to all.
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Directions:

From A40 Ross-on-Wye, A466 Chepstow (turn left off the Monmouth Wye
Bridge): After the Monmouth Wye Bridge traffic lights take the slip road before
the tunnels (caution, 30mph) and turn Right at the end, then Left at the mini-
roundabout at the bottom of the hill.
From A40 Raglan: Immediately after the tunnels approaching Monmouth,
take the slip road, and go Straight Over the mini-roundabout.
From the mini-roundabout, take the left lane and go straight on at the traffic
lights, straight over the roundabout and right fork at the mini-roundabout
(Drybridge House is on your left at this point). After about 30 yds, turn left into
Drybridge House grounds, and follow the road round left to the car park.

Type NP25 5AS into satnavs.
Further details at http://www.drybridge-house.co.uk/contact-us.html

Schooling Lessons with Carole Broad

We are once again organizing the ever popular winter schooling lessons at Huntley
School of Equitation with Carole Broad FBHS. This year the lessons will start the first
week in November and run through to February.

Lessons cost £17.50 per hour for 4-5 riders sharing the indoor school. This is fantastic
value with an instructor of Carole’s caliber. She has been teaching us for several years
now and gears the lessons to Endurance riding. Everyone who has attended these
lessons has felt the benefit. It’s also great to be able to have a decent schooling
workout in the indoor school regardless of the weather. We have rarely had to cancel
through bad frost or snow.

You need to book on the lessons well in advance (no commitment at this stage, but
we may well be oversubscribed – so book early to avoid disappointment). Last year
most people booked on all the dates they could make over the winter to get the most
benefit. You need to pay me in advance & I bank the money then email the lesson
times on the Monday before each lesson. If you cancel after that time your money is
not refundable unless I can fill the place from a waiting list.

Provisional dates (all Sundays):

November 4 and 18, December 9, January 6 and 20, February 3 and 17

If you are interested in coming along, please email me ASAP so I can give you full
information and let you know when to send the first payment. This is especially
important this year, as I will be away on holiday for the first lessons in November and
will need to have everything sorted in advance and bank payment (22 October at the
latest) for both lessons. Email: carolyn@edwardsglos.fsnet.co.uk
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Britain’s young rider endurance team won bronze at the FEI European junior and
young rider endurance championships 2012 in Mont le Soie, Belgium (8
September).

France claimed team gold and Italy silver in the 58-horse race. Three of the original
61 horses were spun at the pre-ride inspection — Nine teams fought it out over the
dramatic scenery of the High Ardennes, with the French team finishing on 19:06:39.
Italy was just 74sec behind on 19:07:53

The Brits — Carri-Ann Dark (Vavavoom), Beth Langley (HS Ametista), Kate Atkinson
(Vanash) and Louise Rich (Oakleazefarm Cziko) came in third, on 20:54:43 to win the
first team medal for the British Young rider squad.

Louise Rich (pictured 2nd right top row) is an Offa’s Dyke member and former YR rep for
the group. She was riding her home bred horse and crewed by her parents Sue and
Gerald. The whole family has kindly agreed to come and talk to the group about their
experiences on Saturday 12 January – see below for details:
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Saturday 12 January and 9 February – 7.30pm for 8pm start

Both at Whitchurch Village Hall

Free of charge. Coffee & Tea available.

Directions: Whitchurch is between Ross on Wye and Monmouth on the A40.

From Ross on Wye take the turning off the A40 to Whitchurch and Symonds
Yat West. Follow the signs to Whitchurch and when you have crossed the
bridge over the dual carriageway take the first left. A few yards on turn left
again and the hall is on the right.

From Monmouth take the first exit off the A40 after the service station. The hall
is a few yards along on the left.
Parking is limited in the hall car park but there is plenty of parking along the
side of the road.

Saturday 12 January
The Rich Family - ‘YR Bronze medal winning team at the

European Championships’

The Rich Family will talk to us about their fabulous experiences with the British Young
Rider and Development squads. See previous page for a report & photos of Louise
with the Bronze Medal team at the Young Riders European Championships.

Louise and her mother Sue have had some amazing successes with their home bred
Oakleaze horses and have ridden at all levels of Endurance from novice up to FEI
international level. They have both competed successfully abroad with the British
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development squad. Louise’s latest achievement to be part of the Bronze Medal
winning team is a great reflection on the work the whole family have put into
producing and crewing their horses.

We are very grateful to the Rich family for agreeing to come along to talk to the
group about their experiences.

Saturday 9 February
Catriona Moon ‘Riding in the desert’

Catriona Moon was the only British rider at the 160km President’s Cup three-star
endurance ride in Abu Dhabi on Saturday 11th February this year, with her 13-year-
old mare Leila.

A Dorset vet, Catriona (Bsc (Hons) BVSc MRCVS), graduated from Liverpool University
in 2008 & spent 3 years in large animal practice in Northumberland before heading
homeward to her roots in the West Country.

As first reserve, Catriona Moon and
Leila were also called up to compete
in the Longines FEI CEI 4* World
Endurance Championships 2012 at
Euston Park in August this year, with
just 4 days notice.

(Pictured with her mother Jackie
talking to Gina Harris at the pre ride
weigh in)

Catriona was previously selected for
senior teams in 2009 & 2011. As a

Young Rider she rode in the YR European Championships in 1997, YR Open European
Championships in 1999 as well as the YR World Championships in both 2001 (Spain) &
2003 (Italy).

At the talk to Offa's Dyke Group, she will be telling us all about her experience 'Riding
in the Desert' earlier this year!

One not to miss......
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This first report is from Abbi Tennant who spent 4 days at the WEC and is the
only OD person I know who saw the whole opening and closing ceremonies.

Thursday 23rd August
The Championships started with the Opening Ceremony in the evening. The event
itself was ticket only so the international teams, international management and the
FEI representatives had seats. Those of us who had come to watch the event were
able to do so through the very large portable screens which were set up for spectator
purposes throughout the entire event. The ceremony itself started an hour late, due
to HH Sheikh Mohammad being fashionably late, or was it just that we were early
and he was on time......

The night kicked off with speeches from the FEI officials and the owner of Euston Park
followed by the announcement of all riders. With almost 40 countries entered and
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around 145 riders in total. Following this there was an amazing light show which lit up
the Euston Park Hall. It was pretty spectacular to see Euston Hall disintegrated and
turned inside out. There were also dancers, prancing Lusitano stallions, opera singers
who were from the main Opera House in London. This was all followed by an amazing
firework display which lit up the sky. It was definitely something to see and words do
not do it justice.

(The spectator grandstand for the vetting area with the Bahrain & UAE ‘tent palaces’
in the background. The ladies in yellow in the foreground are Belinda Stewart and
Fiona Griffiths)

Friday 24th August
The vetting began in the afternoon, so by arriving earlier this gave me chance to have
a wander around the venue, as well as catch up with some international friends who
had flown across the world to spectate at the event. Seating stands had been set up
at the vetting area and start of the course. By arriving early a few of us had managed
to get good seats in which to view the vetting. Unfortunately, 4 riders were vetted
out at the pre-ride vetting; Lada Hrabalova – Czech Republic, Julien Goachet – France,
Sybille Markert – Germany and one rider from USA.

Saturday 25th August
The Championship started at 7am, with over 100 horses and riders leaving at sunrise.
The course saw its first elimination as Ahmed Alhazzaa from Bahrain was kicked by
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another horse and fell off. Abby Chisholm and I raced off in my little car to go and see
the front runners out on course. We had navigated the routes to various places the
previous day.
We headed to one of the water crossing points where numerous media
photographers were also there in wait. The front group came through consisting of
mainly UAE, Maria and Nobby and a few from Bahrain. Annette Masterson and the
second group were not far behind. We stayed there to see half of our British riders
come through and this was also a photograph opportunity for most of us there. I was
also able to see Naomi Muller cross through, a friend who I had met on my travels
whilst I was in South Africa the previous year.
Racing back to the venue, we were held up at one point where there was a crew
point/ rider crossing. The police, however, were there to field the traffic and horses
all day. An idiot Italian driver did try overtaking me whilst I was waiting for a horse to
cross and the policeman moved to go and stand in front of his car and waved me on
through.

(Nobby the wonderhorse, ridden by Maria Alvarez Ponton – What an inspirational
combination! I think 99.9% of the crowd at WEC were rooting for these two as they
rode their 100 mile race. He's only 14.2hh and she had a baby 5 weeks before the
race, what a tough pair of cookies!)

Back at the venue and we were well in time to see the front runners come into vet.
Riders cantered into the vetgate and were presenting within seconds. All eyes were
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obviously on Maria and Nobby, throughout the day. The first horse to be vetted out
of the day was one of the Bahrain horses.

The speed of the first loop averaged at 24.39kph, with Nobby (who bears the
European, World and WEG titles in consecutive years) presenting to vet in 1 minute
29 seconds!

The day mostly ran with watching the vetting and Abby and I going off onto course to
watch some of the riders.

On the fourth vetgate Nobby had to represent due to a pulse of 65. He was walked
out of the vetting, a bucket of water thrown over him and then walked back in. This,
however, lost Maria precious time between HH Sheikh Mohammad who was in 1st

position.

The afternoon consisted of intermittent showers. The front runners were able to get
in and vet before the main storm hit. Sat on the stadium watching the vetting, we
could all see the storm approaching with lighting too. Due to the storm and health
and safety issues for everyone the ride had to be drawn to a close. Those riders who
were on their last loop were able to finish with those left to go being kept in their
final placings up until that point.

(Centre is Sheik Mohammed out on course)
1st – HH Sheikh Mohammad - Madji Du Pont 07:00:45
2nd - HE Sh Rashid Dalmook Al Maktoum - Yamamah
3rd – Ali Khalfan Al Jahour - Vendaval
4th – Maria Alvarez Ponton - Nobby 07:12:55
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I was able to see the top 20 riders come in and vet including Tricia Hirst who was in
15 place with Madjin De Pins 07:55:05.

The storm was in full downpour and we were all pretty drenched. I was in particular
due to running to and fro to find out results so I could update my twitter every few
seconds. I missed seeing the final riders finish their last loop as I went back to my tent
to dry off.

Sunday 26th August – Closing Ceremony
Tent and kit all packed up and into the car, then the quick drive back to the venue to
see best condition and the closing ceremony. In total there were 4 horses presented
for Best Condition 2 from UAE and 2 from Spain.

The closing ceremony was open to everyone to see and I was fortunate to be able to
arrive early enough to get a seat. The usual speeches were said and then onto the
results. The first 3 places went to the UAE of course, Gold Medals to Team UAE, Silver
Medals to France and Bronze Medals to Oman. The horse Ekland with rider 129 from
Spain was awarded Best Condition. This was well deserved as he had charged round
the vetting pulling his poor groom around at the BC presentation. A nice parade in
canter by Ekland and the horse certainly did not look as though he had been ridden
160km the previous day.
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I was able to speak to Naomi Muller who managed to complete the full 160km. She
was very surprised at the difficulty of the course as it was very technical and also at
how stony it was. Naomi is smuggling back some Euston Park flints with her as a
memento of this occasion!

The next report is from Fenella Lloyd, who travelled down with her husband
and two young children to watch the competition

As a keen but so far inexperienced member of Endurance GB the chance to see the
world's best in this country was far too good to miss. Almost as soon as I knew the
World Championship was coming to Britain I told my husband that I had plans to go
and that nothing else could go in the diary! About 6 weeks before the date my 7 year
old daughter decided that she too would like to come and have a look. Husband and
6 year old son were not about to miss out so they (both keen riders as well) decided
that it would be a family trip. By then, I had already decided that camping would
have been lovely but not practical for logistical, family and equine reasons - this
meant I had to find some accommodation within striking distance of Euston Park;
amazingly we managed this.

We didn't attend the opening ceremony but both children and husband were up,
ready and unusually keen at 5 am on race day so we had time to get to Euston in
plenty of time for the start. (They so far haven't responded with such enthusiasm if I
am looking for crew...) It was lovely weather and the venue was very smartly
presented and beautifully organised. We grabbed a bit of breakfast (delicious!) and
were able to wander past the crewing and vetting area up to where horses and riders
were starting to warm up. It was fascinating to see the shape and make of so many
international horses and lovely to have such a cosmopolitan crowd.

Endurance really is a unique
sport and has an appeal all
of its own: the combination
of speed and distance at
this level coupled with such
tough but beautiful horses
and the vibrant, multi-
national group of riders is
truly amazing. There was a
fantastic atmosphere and
considerable excitement as
we got nearer the start
time. Thankfully I
recognised Belinda who was
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able to provide some useful information about some of the teams and how they
would start (I thought the horses would actually have to line up...doh!) This was truly
exciting and not like anything I have seen before. Did it make me want to join in? Oh
yes!! Most of the horses were so well behaved and were a credit to their riders and
trainers but a couple were clearly more tricky - not sure how I would cope in that
situation and it did demonstrate what a challenge a mass start is to a fit and excited
horse. Once everyone had started we were able to wander round the venue and the
lovely trade stands. I managed to resist shopping but I did think for a moment that I
could persuade my husband to write a speedy cheque for the Whittaker horse lorry.
Entirely necessary I said - would definitely help to improve competitive results. Sadly
he seemed to think that my perfectly adequate Ifor Williams trailer would do for
now.

By the time we had a gentle look round it was time for the first riders to come in from
the first loop. It was great to see how the horses looked and how quickly they were
able to present for vetting. The vetting was very slick and brilliant for spectators as
there was room to watch the horses trot up and see the HR's displayed. The horses,
of course, were the stars and it was fascinating to be able to see them so closely.
Some of the horses clearly have differences in conformation and gait and it was very
interesting to see this variety. Team GB horses looked fantastic and got a great
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response from the crowd. By now we were able to watch horses vetting, horses
coming in from the first loop and horses leaving for the second loop, as well as being
able to take a seat in the stands and watch horses out on course on the big screens.
For a sport which is not typically a spectator sport, there was still plenty to watch. We
could have made our way out onto the course but we found plenty to entertain us at
the venue and both children were still keen to see horses vetting and setting out
again. Watching the horses trot up was kind of compulsive viewing! We saw some
familiar faces which was lovely and everyone was so friendly and helpful.

We stayed to watch a couple more loops but after the weather decided to throw
everything it had at Euston Park and with a 5 or 6 hour journey ahead of us, we sadly
decided the time had come to make for home. We hadn't planned to stay until the
finish though I was very sad not to see it and would have loved to see our GB riders
come in but with horses, dog, children etc to see to we had had to pace ourselves
somewhat. A little bit surprisingly both of my children had very quickly grasped how
tactical riders needed to be and were very impressed by the event - I had wondered if
it would be a bit lost on them. They talked about it all the way home and each
planned a different strategy for improving their pony's chances for endurance (I'm
not going to tell her that - she is about 30 yrs old and I am pretty sure she doesn't
have any competitive ambitions these days!!) Husband thoroughly enjoyed it -
particularly because the venue was so relaxed and because you really could see
horses and riders up close - which he hadn't anticipated. We have talked about it a
great deal since the event and there is a lot we have reflected on: the variety of riding
styles, the achievement of such awesome speeds and why the horsey press haven't
made so much more of this fantastic event being held in Britain but in the end we just
loved it and I am now wondering if a European family trip might be in order in 2014...

Thanks to Belinda Stewart for this report with a different perspective from her
position as crew for the Australian team.

At the end of June I was contacted by a member of the Australian squad to ask if I
could help their team at the World Champs. They were looking for some volunteers
to crew them out on route. This would mean they could save on hire of vehicles, also
at their home rides they only have strapping/crewing in the vet gates. So Fiona
Griffiths and I volunteered as we thought this would be a great opportunity to be
involved and also meet new people. It was amusing keeping up to date via their face
book blog with the team’s travels and adjustments on their trip to Suffolk. The horses
weren’t sure what to make of the squirrels! They arrived at the beginning of August
and stayed at one of the Studs which was on part of the “blue“route.

We may feel daunted by the logistics of travelling to Euston Park to compete but the
Australian horses had had a 40 hour trip. To keep the volume of equipment down
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they had decided to buy buckets for feeding and crewing once they arrived. These
buckets were then given away at the end of the ride as they weren’t allowed to take
them into the quarantine area. After the Championships the horses had to spend 3
weeks in quarantine in the UK and then another 4 weeks in Australia once they are
home. Four team horses travelled in the end. Apart from mother and daughter Penny
and Alex Toft they had not met or ridden together before, as Talae and Norbert lived
on opposites coasts of Australia. So their weeks in Suffolk were spent team building
with humans and horses getting to know each other. They also practiced sloshing on
the move after watching some u-tube clips of our rides.

Twenty –four hours
before I left for Euston
I received a panic
phone call asking me to
round up as many ice
boxes as I could find.
They had expected to
be supplied with ice by
the ride organisers.
Fortunately the team
managed to link up
with the Uruguay team
and hire an ice trailer.
All 4 horses had to be
clipped twice once they
had arrived as despite

us saying we’ve had no summer they’d left home in the middle of their winter.

With the 6 loops to be ridden there were 6 fixed crew points, several being
duplicated on the various loops. We had 5 cars between us so Fiona and I
volunteered for 2 of the crew points. This meant we could watch the start of the race
and first vet gate as we weren’t needed until the second loop. The plan was to crew
all 4 riders at each of these points. We’d been given molasses to put into the drinking
water, the riders turned their noses up at the idea of sugar beet water!

Unfortunately Talae with Bomb were vetted out with a tie up at the first vet gate.
Penny Toft retired her horse at the third vet gate, the mare passed the vet but her
temperature was higher than they liked and her gut sounds were slow so she felt she
was unlikely to succeed at the next vet gate. Norbert‘s stallion was unfortunately
lame at the 4th Vet gate after losing a shoe. Alex nursed her young mare round to
finish 52nd. She was the last rider to complete the full course before the
championships were stopped. This was Alex’s first senior championships, she’d been
part of the young riders squad for the last 3 years. It was interesting to hear her
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comment how different riding 160km was compared to 120km she’d done in other
championships. She was amazed how difficult she, as a rider found the extra 40km.

General Observations:
1. I was surprised how many crew relied on the heart rate monitors instead of

stethoscopes.
2. The assortment of shoes and pads the horses were fitted with.
3. The different way the riders made the minimum weight of 75 kg. Most used

weighted gel pads under the saddle. Some had lead strapped to either their
girths or stirrups.

4. The constant pace and speed of the front 5 horses, 3 UAE horses and 2 Spanish
(Maria and Nobby and her husband Jaume with his horse.)

5. The UAE helicopter taking off in the thunder and lightening storm.
6. The different concoctions being syringed into horses mouths both in the vet

gate and out on course.
7. Alex Toft lamenting that there were too many crew points on the last 2 loops.

She explained that their horses are not used to seeing people out on course
and that they’d been trained to switch off and relax when they see crowds as
this usually indicated that they had reached a vet gate. So each time she
reached a crew point she had to dismount and run with her mare Emily to
motivate her to move off from the crew spot. Apparently once out of sight back
on course the mare would switch back into work mode.

We discovered a new sport at Euston Park – The bucket Race!!

Each team had been
allocated a gazebo to
crew in. Everyone
had been told that
any equipment
found outside the
gazebo area before
the pre ride vetting
had finished would
be confiscated. So
after the initial
vetting the chief
steward Kevin Croke
announced the start
of the bucket race.
No –one was
allowed to move any buckets from outside their gazebo until he gave the all clear. So
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using a loud speaker he had us under starter’s orders. We had 2 false starts – yes
you’ve guessed it the UAE were given a red card!
Then “ready, steady GO“, mass charge! There was a mass of people from different
countries running around to claim their area to crew their horses on the route from
the timing in booth to the vet area.

Water was flying everywhere as the large black water troughs were emptied. Some
teams were organised and formed a chain of people to pass their full buckets along
while others ducked and dived with their one bucket running to and fro from the
main water bowser.
Generally there was a lot of laughter and several groups of friendly water fights.

As I said my final farewells to the Australian squad it seemed strange to be saying see
you in 2 years in France at the World Games.

Did I enjoy the World Champs? YES
Did I get wet and cold? YES
Would I do it all again? YES

Anyone planning a trip abroad next year and need crew, give me a shout!
Belinda Stewart

Jan Rath travelled and camped with a group of Offa’s Dyke friends. Thanks for
her report below:

WEC 2012 was a total experience – yes things could have been done better,
especially from a spectator’s point of view and yes it would have been fantastic if
team GBR had done better. But to have been there and absorbed the atmosphere at
the very top end of our sport was well worth the journey.

I had already intended to go even before the OD committee decided to organise a
mini-bus, and I thought that would be the best way of getting there and so put other
options on hold – but it wasn’t to happen and then very late in the day when I
realised that the intention was not to stay in B & B but to camp, I very nearly gave up.
I hadn’t slept in a tent for over 30 years – but that was soon to change. Heather was
not going to let me wimp out and very quickly got on my case and in no time at all
Suzanne had offered to share her tent with me (very brave) and Sharon had offered a
seat in her car. Yeh I was going!

The plan was to meet up at Sharon’s on the Friday morning – well 5 ‘girls’ and all their
personal gear, camping equipment, 3 tents and one car to fit it all into looked nearly
impossible, just as well Sharon has a large vehicle and Sophie was there to expertly
pack it and us all in. So off we went Sharon, Suzanne, Heather, Sophie and me and as
you can imagine we talked and munched all the way and in no time, we were there.
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Sharon had somehow avoided the bank holiday traffic jams on the A11 and we
arrived at Euston Park in really good time.

There was now some time for a bit of retail therapy before settling down into some
very good seats in the Grandstand to watch the pre-ride vetting. It was really
interesting to see all the different shapes and sizes of horses (and riders – apparently
a few of which were really ‘fit’ and would you believe that one of your committee
members spent time over the weekend taking photos of young male rider’s
bottoms!!!). The commentary was a little lacking, but Longines (one of the sponsors)
had produced comprehensive lists of the entries together with a free souvenir
brochure for all. So we were able to follow the proceedings. We were also

overlooking the weigh in area, how Linda Croft and the others managed to keep a
grip on what was happening, amazed me. There seemed to be saddles, weights,
cloths etc being passed around from rider to rider. It must have made sense to
somebody. Once the pre-ride vetting had been completed we had a wander around
the venue and watched the crews setting up the vet gate area (all 6 loops came back
to the venue). There was furious activity here – all trying for what was perceived to
be the prime places. Each country also had a specific allocated under cover crewing
area. Team GBR just happened to be the furthest from the vets – but one of the
nearest to the start/finish area.

The campsite was about 10 miles from the venue and it was just as well that some of
our group knew where they were going, as I was totally lost. The tents were very
quickly erected and all the gear stowed inside, so now thoughts turned to food. We
had a lovely meal in Bury St Edmonds and still had the energy on our return to the
site for some more ‘in-tent’ chatting and wine consumption.
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I’m not sure about sleep, but we were all up by 5.45 in order to get to the venue for
the 7am start. It was just as well that we had left in good time as there was chaos on
all the roads to the venue with traffic trying to get in, and others who were ignoring
the one-way system trying to get out. The mass 7am start, and the build up to it was
really awesome, we were able to watch this from a second conveniently placed
grandstand, which gave us a superb view – but once again some commentary would
have been good. The majority of the 150’ish riders set off at once without too many
mishaps – I would certainly have been one of the late starters!!

We remained at the venue doing some more browsing and taking advantage of the
big cooked breakfasts while waiting for the leading riders to arrive at the first
vetgate. There was frantic activity with Nobby arriving first at the finish and then into
the vetting taking 1min 49secs to vet after completing 38km at 24.39k/hr, followed
very closely by Sh Mohammed and Sh Rashid. It was all very exciting. We stayed
around and watched the majority through the first couple of vet gates and then
decided to head out on course to watch some of the action at various road crossings
and crew points. The organisers had very kindly provided postcodes to help us on our
way. We spent quite some time at a crew point on the penultimate loop where there
was a ‘lollipop’ and so we were able to see all the leading riders come through twice
with all the resultant activity. It was obviously a good place to be as we met up here
with many other OD members and lots of other endurance friends – as we had over
all the weekend. Back at the venue in good time and once more with seats in the
grandstand we eagerly awaited the arrival of the leading riders – they were all given a
fantastic reception from the crowds, but by far the biggest ovation of the day was for
Maria and Nobby. Gradually the sky began to darken, lightning flashed all around and
the storm of all storms commenced. Now safely inside the secretaries marquee we
continued to watch the later, very wet competitors finish and vet and with some still
to go out on their last loop, proceedings were halted as the electronic timing
equipment had failed and it was also deemed not safe for horses and riders to
continue.

Throughout the two days the commentary had been very poor – and the big screen,
in my opinion was almost useless as it was too far away from the spectator areas. It
was also difficult to see the electronic readings at the vet area. But there were readily
available printouts of the positions after each vetgate and the atmosphere was
fantastic. The accommodation was brilliant (we even managed to stay dry). Many
thanks once again to Sharon, Suzanne, Heather and Sophie for your excellent
company. I had a great time.

Jan Rath
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And Finally a couple more of my photos

Pakistani horse at the pre ride vetting. Several of their horses had their ‘white legs’
painted with Henna – we later found out it is used for its anti-bacterial properties.

British supporters of Catriona Moon and Leila at the start. Leila was a last minute
substitute for ‘Kartoum with a K’. The group joked it was just as well as their
laminator would have burned out printing that & they hadn’t enough hands!
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Thanks to Piers Geddes for this lovely article summing up the year!

The Newsletter’s always a bright light in the usual darkness of bills, junk mail and
hospital appointments, and it was certainly true for the last issue. Riders’ successes
are good to read about, and it’s encouraging to belong to a group whose members do
well. Chris Wray seems to be having the year of his dreams, while Rachael
Rogerson’s lovely account of her success at King’s Forest was added to by knowing
Lori’s age, 16 years. This cheers one up a good deal, and says a lot about him and – if
I’m not cheeky to say so – about how he’s kept and ridden. Footsteps worth
following in, I thought, as the rider of a twelve year old.

But this same newsletter was a bit of a comfort too. Plenty of others are having a
poor time of it, and Heather’s opening remarks reflected with perfect accuracy how
things have gone for many of us, though Angharad’s fall and injury and towing vehicle
breakdown, suggested she was getting rather more than her fair share of trouble.
Get well soon to both. Sympathy too to the organiser of the cancelled Cranham, and
gratitude to the new editor of the Newsletter; as they are the same person she gets a
double dose, while the contribution nationally and to our group of the retiring editor
is beyond description.

In March – this was my fault – the horse I released into a field set off at a gallop, his
near hind landing on my foot and using it to take off. His didn’t become infected but
mine did, so ladies in white uniforms visited me at home and rigged up antibiotic
drips. Once mended, it was time to try a race ride, 80k at Haywood Oaks, Flynn’s and
my first. Though a bit difficult to handle he did well, better than his rider who didn’t
much enjoy going hell for leather in a group round plantation forestry. It was like
being yoked to a runaway train. A month or two later came Pen Ddoly Gader for a
nice, simple, enjoyable 40k scamper over hills and moorland. It didn’t happen, for
here Flynn tied up, though thankfully at CP1 before the wide-open-mountain section
where we’d have been in real trouble. Drips for him now.

So, two months after that, there were three questions to be answered: could we
enter a ride which would go ahead, would it be possible to arrive at the venue with a
horse, and could we finish the ride? In other words, were we out of the woods yet?
The answer came on the weekend of August 11-12. At the third attempt, Mynydd
Machen took place; not rained off, under-entered, oversubscribed, or short of
volunteers. A trailer with a horse in it, chauffeured by its rider, pitched up at the
venue. We were making progress. (But only just – that morning the lane to the farm
where the trailer lives was blocked by a Land Rover on its side, and the trailer
couldn’t be reached. Ring crew. Half an hour later, crew arrives with own trailer to
pick up Flynn [who lives elsewhere]. Beat that for crewing!)

Mynydd Machen must be one of the hardest rides I know, and one of the most
satisfying. You can’t go fast; it really is a demanding ride. But dear Flynn, beautifully
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behaved this time, got us round, expertly steered by Fiona Griffiths riding alongside;
next day the galloping foot-stamper managed it too. Are we then out of the woods
and going again? My hat, I hope so. And so too will you be, if things haven’t gone
your way this year. Eventually the gremlins get bored, and go off and annoy
somebody else. Have to say (out of their hearing I hope) they’ve certainly been
working overtime this year for a lot of us.

A final word – Ianto, the sturdily handsome black cob-with-a-dash belonging to
Barbara Rees, had to go off to Lambourn for an operation. One of that select band
who has never failed a vetting, those gremlins even got to him in the end. He’s back
now and convalescent, accepting his restricted life stoically, and his chances of
recovery are good. But wish him well in your dreams; it just might make the
difference.

It’s always great to have reports of rides new to the EGB calendar. This year
the Heart of England Group ran the Long Mynd as a competitive ride for the
first time and many people reported having a great day out on a true
‘Endurance Ride’. Thanks to Karen Jones for sending us this report. It certainly
sounds like a ride to add to my diary next year!

Long Mynd Sunday 9th September 2012 By Karen Jones

I spotted this new ride in the calendar back last winter and, having explored the area
on foot in the past, I was keen to have a go. Originally I’d been planning to compete
the first half of the season with my young Arab Indian Princess and then bring Dakota
back to work for the end of the year. Due to ride cancellations this has not happened
and I’m now aiming to take Indi to Red Dragon. Long Mynd seemed the ideal
opportunity to give her some tough hill work in preparation. It was exciting going to a
completely new venue and ride. The map was studied carefully and John worked out
his crew points. ‘Not for the faint hearted’ was one comment on the crewing
instructions – he confirms this was no exaggeration!

Sally and Sue had clearly worked really hard to find a suitable venue. We had quite a
walk from the trailer park to the vetting area but this was fine and at the end of the
ride crew cars were allowed into the field just over the road. The route was
excellently marked and although there was quite a bit of road work this was more
than compensated for by the fabulous views and lovely grass tracks (I did 40k).
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View on the long Myndd (not Karen’s horse’s ears)

It was a bit of a shock when we reached the crew point by Pole Bank to see so many
people. There was obviously an organised run underway, so combined with the
walkers who had turned out to admire the views and the mountain bikers it was
pretty chaotic for this section of the ride. For safety sake it was only possible to walk
for quite a long way so I found that time was ticking away. I speeded up a bit and was
quite shocked when I got back to discover that I only had 4 minutes to spare. (There
was a gate allowance of 10 mins so in the end no need to panic).

Despite the fact that I train in the Black Mountains I did find this a tough ride – exactly
as described in the schedule. I was pleased to note that other people were of the
same opinion. It’s a ride I would definitely recommend if you want a true taste of
endurance as it used to be.

Many thanks to Sally, Sue and all their helpers (there were loads of them!). It takes a
lot of courage and hours of hard work to put on a new ride. Even the people in the
village were welcoming - one family with three or four young children were amazing
and must have spent their whole day supplying water for the horses. Let’s hope it the
ride happens again next year.

Karen Jones
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Written by Gill Talbot on the EGB forum- Happy Memories!

- instantly brings back memories of my own 'shetland pony', well not mine, but one
bought as a pet by a lady who then asked if I (pony-less, pony-mad child) would like
to ride him........ if only I had known then what I know now.....that wonderful thing
called 'hindsight'!!!

Never had a saddle for him and made up a bridle from a driving type bit I'd been
given and bits of assorted tack begged and borrowed from pony owning friends and
tied up with string to make it fit........ but wow did we have some fun!! The only
downside to the pony (beside's his name.... he was jet black and so called 'Ni**er'....
not a name chosen by me but this was the late 60's remember), was if he got left
behind by the other, bigger ponies, he would just gallop at full pelt in the most direct
direction to catch them......... through corn fields, ditches, hedges........ nothing
deterred him (took nerves of steel to hang on to that thick mane and go with him! )
until the day he galloped full belt into the side of a shed - with me still on (no, I didn't
own a hat in those days). I was very badly shaken, bruised and battered, so was
Ni**er!

I was 'pushed' the 4 miles plus to the local hospital by a friend on her bike, 'just' a
broken collar bone, black eye, sore cheek bone plus multiple other bruises to try and
hide from my mother when I got home...... but I can still remember the thrill of the
speed as we galloped full belt along Goole river banks..... before we met the council
shed....

If you have a tale to tell of your first pony, early endurance days – or just
something funny that happened to you on a ride, please send it to me for
the newsletter. Ed

Red Dragon – Behind the Scenes By Piers Geddes

If you fancy a change at next year’s Red Dragon, try Vet Steward’s assistant for the
day. Certainly different to road crossing attendant! I was nervous of course, scared
of making a mistake and looking a fool, but things settled down. While the riders
were cantering about high up in the sunshine, we were down below shivering in the
fog. The vet steward – my boss – was Liz Hinings, calm, courteous, but implacable
when necessary and tolerant of first-timers, luckily. “Collect the vet sheets from the
vet writers, they go here…in a spare moment put them in order. First, though” (she
handed me, to my horror, two pagers) “take these, one for the office, one for the
timekeeper.” That I could do, and off I trotted.
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Vetting now got under way in a steady stream of riders and horses, keen and ready to
go. The longer distances had already left; slowly the vets and vet writers worked
their way through to the riding club teams and pleasure riders. Suddenly it was mid-
morning. “That’s it for now,” said Liz, sorting her papers, “come back around 12.30
when they’ll be coming in.” There was barely time to scoff cake and gossip before
the first returnees arrived. Action! “Find the vet sheet from the pile and hand it to
me, or the rider. Time cards in their box and no drinks on the table. I spilt coffee
over everything last week.”

Now the morning’s steady flow became a torrent with gaps. At one point five vets
and their writers were going flat out. “Completed sheets in this tray, to be taken up
to the office.” After the storm, the calm. This was like working in a restaurant, with
patches of frenzied activity followed by periods of nothing. Chat chat. “How about
trot-ups for the vets?” “That’s a good idea.” Now there were just five or six riders
still out. Eight hours had passed, yet some helpers had started before me, and would
finish after I’d gone. As a rider one forgets just what one owes them. What is the
figure – one volunteer to every five riders? It would be sobering to know.

It was a fascinating day: to see how things worked backstage; to watch the vets; to
note the horses which caught the eye such as that little Exmoor pony, or the Arab on
a pleasure ride who looked on his return as if he’d never left; to observe the drama.
And drama there was. One poor kid broke up in tears when her pony was judged
lame; one horse – it was fine later – so tired its head hung low (the origin perhaps, of
‘down in the mouth’). And that extraordinary moment of stillness, when two
hundred-milers and another horse were all having their hearts listened to. Nothing
stirred and nobody moved – no clack of hooves on concrete, no vehicles coming or
going, no words spoken. All was quiet, suddenly frozen, breath held and waiting.
And then the cheers and relief and hugs and smiles.

Overall there were few lamenesses. The gang of those who’ve never failed a vetting
– the unspun heroes, we could call them – may be expanding. It was all wonderfully
enjoyable and instructive, for there’s much to learn about the sport, its helpers, its
devotees and professionals, indeed everyone involved on two legs or four. As a
Sunday newspaper used to claim, ‘All human life is there’. But also, in our case, horse
life too. Combine them, and you’ll have a compelling day.

P.S. Please may I plug myself? ‘A Tale of Three Horses’ – three horse
trips, three different horses – is available as an ebook on Amazon. I’d
love to think, at £2.99, you’ll get your money’s worth!

Piers Geddes
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Advertisements
For Sale
Grey Mare by Chatanz. 6 years old 14.1hh. She is part-bred Arab, her dam is by
Harkem out of Welsh section B. Lovely temperament. Done pleasure rides and
one 20 mile ride at the Lions Tail in deep mud. Started jumping, so good
allrounder. Needs a special home for someone to love her. Good to shoe, catch,
box and in traffic. Wasted with me, have too many. £3000 ono
Carolyn Shakles tel: 07775926176

Endurance training day: 4 November 2012

A fun day explaining of what endurance riding is and how to get involved.
Adults £10 Children £5 - please bring a packed lunch.
To book please send a cheque to Rachael Claridge, Sunnyside, Back Street
Hawkesbury Upton, South Glos GL9 1BB. Email info@rachaelclaridge.com or visit
www.rachaelclaridge.com
Venue The Village Hall in Didmarton - Badminton, South Glos
Registration 9.30am tea & coffee on arrival
Close 3pm

For Sale
Maroon and black cob size Zilco bridle for sale complete with reins and breastplate.
£25. Could bring to the AGM.
Karen Jones tel: 01873 890771

Rachel Williams BSc (Hons) Dip ICAT PGDip CABC
Equine Sports Massage Therapist

Equine Behaviour Therapist
***SPECIAL OFFER***

Post-season and pre-season are the most important times for assessing your horse’s
physical condition.

Book an equine sports massage for your horse ‘post-season’
and receive a voucher for a HALF PRICE massage ‘pre-season’.

You must receive the massage before the 19th November 2012. You will then receive
a voucher for a half price massage valid until 1st March 2013. One voucher per
session per horse, but there is no limit on number of sessions taken before 19th

November. Veterinary consent required prior to first massage.
www.rachelwilliams-esmt.co.uk info@rachelwilliams-esmt.co.uk 07874 383233
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Wanted
Photos for the Offa’s Dyke Calendar of rides. Anything you like from the 2012
Endurance season. Please send to Suzanne Garlick (contact details on page 2)

Thursday 15th November: Illustrated Talk "HOOFPRINTS OVER CENTRAL ASIA:
adventures of an Akhal-Teke stallion
at HARTPURY OLD CHAPEL, 7.30 pm.

An evening with Team Teke (www.team-teke.co.uk) promoting the Akhal-Teke horse
and fund raising for Equine Grass Sickness (http://www.grasssickness.org.uk/).
Refreshments, raffle, breed information, discounted products, Equine Grass Sickness
stand. Further details/photographs/location/tickets(£3): www.kyzyltekes.co.uk.

Note: This talk was advertised in our July newsletter, but is no longer at
Hartpury College. These are the revised details.

HELP RAISE FUNDS FOR THE SOCIETY OF WELFARE FOR HORSES AND
PONIES AT MONMOUTH (SWHP)

If you have any unwanted, safe, serviceable items of tack, rugs or horse
equipment please bring them along to the AGM

or contact Karen Jones at karenjones649@googlemail.com/tel. 01873
890771 to arrange delivery/collection.

Donated items will either be used at the horse hospital in Monmouth
or they will be sold and the money raised will go towards our ever

increasing feed and veterinary costs.

Adverts are free to Offa’s Dyke members & associate members.

Other adverts cost £5 per half page.
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Please note that the newsletter is FREE to members and associate members of
EGB who have indicated a wish to be in Offa’s Dyke Group.
For non members of Offa’s Dyke Group, we ask for £5.00 subscription per year for
the newsletter by post. Please send a cheque made payable to OFFA’S DYKE
BRANCH OF ENDURANCE GB to: Carolyn Edwards, Duart House, Brookfield
Road, Churchdown, Gloucestershire, GL3 2PF.

Alternatively, the newsletter can be downloaded free of charge from our website
‘news’ page. Some previous newsletters and archives are also available

Dates for your diary

Schooling Lessons Sun 4 & 18 Nov Page 7

Hartpury Equine Therapy Centre Trip Sat 10 November Page 4

National AGM at Daventry Sat 24 November

Offa’s Dyke Annual Meeting Sat 8 December Page 6

Schooling Lessons Sun 9 December Page 7

Xmas cracker social ride Sun 30 December Page 5

Schooling Lessons Sun 6 & 20 January Page 7

Winter evening talk Sat 12 Jan Page 9

Schooling Lessons Sun 3 & 17 Feb Page 7

Winter evening talk Sat 9 Feb Page 9

2013 rides provisional dates

March Hares National Sun 3 March

Bwlch Raid Group PR Sun 7 April

Bluebell Group PR Sat 20 April

Bluebell National Sun 21 April

Cranham National Sun 28 July

Blaenavon Group PR TBA

Govilon Group PR TBA

Plump Hill Group PR TBA

More information on the website ‘rides & events’ page

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk


